Gerry,

You were over-the-top enthusiastic when we met on Saturday, March 8th at a “big splash”
charity event on this subject matter detailing why your colleagues in the US Army-CIA felt the need to resort to interrogation techniques like “water boarding” versus the best of the best Israeli Special Forces commandos who so easily win over the captured enemy first providing them fresh, healthy food following by a good dose of the truth before then sending them back into the enemy camp where increasing numbers are “more the wiser” beginning with why someone like Boris Senior, Deputy Chief of Staff of the brutal Israel Air Force following Israel’s War of Independence 1947-1949, did not hesitate to conclude, along with his bosses beginning with David Ben Gurion, that the US Government was “no friend” of the fledging Jewish State.

Of course if you are suffering from “Poverty of Thought” the first thing you would say as you try picking yourself off the floor having just collapsed into a heap of tears is, “Then why is Israel still at war?” versus the much more logical statement,

So this explains perfectly well why Israel still exists given how its warring Arab and non-Arab neighbors such as Iran vastly and increasingly breed more than the overwhelming majority of Israelis, the exception being the ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters who overwhelmingly support Israel’s enemies which comes as no surprise given how the Black Hatters are the cushion, the front line of defense-offence of the most offensive, most anti-Semitic, most anti-free market advocates, the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel.
BTW, I would love to have you present when I do a video later today explaining the decision of the media to give so much airtime to Bernake of the Federal Reserve without realizing that once fully understood by our kids forced to join the economic draft will be “lights out” for those on Wall Street counting on the growth of our out-of-control military-industrial-complex now not simply running on empty but the fumes from the exhausts fed into trucks causing the deaths of the mostly Jewish occupants during the Holocaust must surely be entering your nostrils as well?

*Imagination is more important than knowledge* – Einstein.

Not only did I explain all this so very crystal clear but it resulted in you who first thought I was the tennis player, forget his name right now, giving me your business card with your email address so that I could “brief your further”. Moreover, you were so very keen to get together.

What changed?

BTW let Kerene over at the Office for the Israeli Defense Department Attache at the Israeli Embassy in Washington, DC know if you have trouble accessing my first email to you on Sunday, March 9th, by simply clicking on the hyperlink above the word Gerry in the first line.

Could my wife who inspired me the night before from across the table just by smiling her to-die-for smile to bid and win in a live auction a trip down the Danube possibly starting off in Nuremberg which I think you would agree are trials worth revisiting, have anything to do with your “change of mind” which has more than just me thinking whether you followed my simple to understand math example of why math, so very precise, no errors, no room for “gray”, could only have been invented by one most jealous God who is smart enough to take His-Her vengeance in “real time” as in “instantly” versus in the life hereafter where those who usurp their limited authority mostly return as ants?

*If you let people treat you like an ant, you become an ant* – Marie Dion Gevisser.

Again, I am like you a very busy person and cannot afford to waste time even at charity events where of course I don’t talk just to make light conversation let alone “shoot the breeze” as I gather facts along with of course numerous email addresses; and consequently I must now redouble my efforts to try making up for lost time by using this communiqué to have others including Israeli Military Intelligence as well as the Mossad provide me with their critique - not to exclude you and your colleagues who may already be on my one of a kind email list - of my following “insight and analysis” of the important events of the day that I hope to share with my one solicitor-litigator over in England preparing to “go to war” with a tenant of ours who has this position that the whole world is corrupt and to grab as much as he can from whomever without discriminating between those of us on the side of light-knowledge-information-good and those on the side of the DAAC, the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel who interfere with the light.
Dear Mr. Neel,

Please understand that my track record provides ample proof that I am not one of these “loose cannons” or equally disturbing, “bleeding heart liberals” who cry out loud for “peace” and “compassion” throughout the world and at the same time while acting so “open minded” as their “marbles fall out” don’t give a single moments thought to the truly hard working poor of the world who are taxed to death while their children are forced into the “economic draft” especially here in the U.S.

And of course it is their choice to ignore the cries of those they have brutally enslaved and worse yet the kids of the slave masters who have the knowledge and choose very selfishly to sit on all the knowledge versus share it with their equally co-opted-corrupted peers, all of them increasingly coming under the brightest of bright spotlights as they figure none of them are smart enough to outsmart the power of the Internet, especially those of us who know a thing or “tTOo” [sic] about how to harness such awesome power not capable of being owned by anyone or entity, not even the highly dynamic De Beers-Anglo American Cartel whose entire “brain trust” I am not only intimately familiar with but know for a fact they are not quite ready to go to war with me who doesn’t scare easily.

Increasingly I am not alone in seeing the fundamental conflicts of the day very much “black and white” and it has nothing whatsoever to do with race, color, sex or religion only poor parental religious teachings and most of all very greedy people manipulating the masses with the help of the corrupt clergy beginning with our Jewish orthodox rabbis.

Bear in mind I was raised not only Jewish orthodox but I remain a non-fanatical independent thinking Jewish person who understands that you cannot expect anyone to take you seriously unless willing to confront those disgusting hypocrites first within your inner circle, starting with immediate family members whatever their religious beliefs or lack thereof; and the worst, the most dangerous to peace, are those who have absolutely no religious background who only count on their “gift of the gab” to convince others who like them have no substance and it not taking long for these imbeciles to go very quiet especially when having to debate someone like myself who doesn’t take kindly to those who “play dumb”.

Don’t you just love coming across those you see in the street who only debate people who agree with them?

I doubt very much our tenant is “religious” but rather like most raised with a poor value system, simply an “opportunist” who grabs whatever he can from whomever just so long as he doesn’t have to work all that hard; and of course compared to all the Trust-Hush-Fund people that I know Mr. Clark works extraordinarily hard but that still doesn’t make it right that he would take advantage of me, someone who comes from the “favored class” but raised with a value system that is only meaningful if one is willing to question starting with one’s parents and grandparents exactly how they came to be in the “pound seats” and when passing on being sure to “follow the money trail” which is quite easy if they are smart enough not to co-opt-corrupt their next of kin and to gift them only meaningful tokens to constantly jog their memories.

The photo below shows me and my English bred Royal Mater-Mother outside the Queens Tennis Club in London.
Again, it is not class warfare I am advocating; it’s the welfare system I am questioning, and I am a member of the favored class.

Once one examines carefully, as I have, the so very carefully laid plans forcing the working and lower middle class throughout the world to join the world’s “economic drafts”, bearing in mind countries such as Israel have a draft that makes it easy as pie to see which Israelis are using their “Money Power” to influence Israeli military Commanding Officers that their Trust-Hush-Fund kids receive “special favors”, so in the next instant one sees how so very unfair is the “economic draft” and so very easy to fix in the same instant when noticing the extraordinary few number of Trust-Hush-Fund kids who volunteer for the “economic draft”.

And when questioning those Trust-Hush-Fund kids who do, so one comes away with the immediate conclusion that they are either “token” volunteers who have not in the least bit dangerous assignments or in those exceptionally rare instants where they see combat it is all one big photo opportunity to have the masses believing that much more it is all about “Saving King-Queen and country”.

If one is computing logically as do most not full of themselves who know better than to “live to eat”, so one can see “crystal clear” that the world’s “economic drafts”, again beginning with those of US Allies is all a bunch of nonsense since it has nothing to do with “love of country” or to “spread freedom and democracy” when it is your poor kids doing the overwhelming heavy lifting against other poor kids on foreign soils where the fight is exclusively over US Allies getting those countries’ rich mineral resources beginning with oil and gold which end up in the hands of the rich Trust-Hush-Fund kids who laugh themselves silly at their dirt poor kids not able to afford for example to spring this Easter vacation surfing in places like Costa Rica and Fiji.
Moreover, when one follows the “money trail” of those mines, those guns, those bullets, those precision laser guided smart bombs so it is also beyond belief easy to see which of those kids volunteering for the economic draft have parents and grandparents benefitting financially from these weapons of war used to steal from the world’s poor increasingly wired throughout the world making it extraordinarily difficult to maintain this “economic draft”.

Furthermore, when you have an economy like we have in the US so extraordinarily dependant on an out-of-control military-industrial-complex so it is so very tough to intimidate other military and why it is so important for the US especially, not to look like it is overpaying its military which explains rather well, wouldn’t you agree why it is that the filthy lazy rich are expert only at trickling down the cost of getting richer on to the backs of the world’s poor who are not stupid, simply grossly misinformed.

This double-edged sword is really what scares the living daylights out of pseudo intellectual elitists without any loyalty to country, ethnicity or religion who never dreamed they would live to see the day when someone such as me who didn’t get off a boat just yesterday in Haifa harbor, Israel was able to explain it all pretty well in simple to understand English.

Mr. Needs, it does not take a rocket scientist to figure out that the only reason I am alive, very well, very fit although I would love to find the time to be that much physically fitter is because of my extraordinary large “footprint” on the Internet brought about by my applying logical thought process to what interests the most those deprived of logical thought process which is to live the life of a voyeur until such time as they figure out they, so heartless, so void of emotion are contributing each time and those who detest them at least equally as me keep returning to my one “$ hit list” [sic] on www.just3ants.com and inevitably become hermits in preparation for returning as Hermit crabs; although of course there is the distinct possibility that God is smart enough also to watch over me so long as I never, not once turned a blind eye to evil let alone buy in to the nonsense of the corrupt politicians-clergy who advocate as they steal blind from the poor that those victimized should be quite content to “turn the other cheek” as to enjoy the riches in the life hereafter.

Hell is here and NOW on this most awesome planet Mother Earth for all those who usurp their limited authority.

The Meek WITH TEETH Shall Inherit The Earth.
Gerry, through your contacts in US Military Intelligence could you provide more background on Caroline Dempster - Press Officer Heriot-Watt University which would greatly assist me in attracting more people who know her to our ongoing debate.

As you would know, Adam L. Tucker is now unemployed and consequently I am going to have to take time off to raise sponsorship for just3ants.com in order to keep this one American programmer of ours from having to take time away from assisting us greatly at just3ants.com were he to have join the ever increasingly long food lines.

Sidebar to Adam L. Tucker: Whatever happened to the group of Chinese here in the United States who felt that the US media was not balanced which is why they felt the need to speak out?

Gold last trading at US$923.90

Gary
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Robert,

Adam L. Tucker is busy...-----